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ABSTRACT

Mixed duplex/quadruplex oligonucleotides have at-
tracted great interest as therapeutic targets as well
as effective biomedical aptamers. In the case of
thrombin-binding aptamer (TBA), the addition of a
duplex motif to the G-quadruplex module improves
the aptamer resistance to biodegradation and the
affinity for thrombin. In particular, the mixed oligonu-
cleotide RE31 is significantly more effective than TBA
in anticoagulation experiments and shows a slower
disappearance rate in human plasma and blood. In
the crystal structure of the complex with thrombin,
RE31 adopts an elongated structure in which the du-
plex and quadruplex regions are perfectly stacked
on top of each other, firmly connected by a well-
structured junction. The lock-and-key shape comple-
mentarity between the TT loops of the G-quadruplex
and the protein exosite I gives rise to the basic inter-
action that stabilizes the complex. However, our data
suggest that the duplex motif may have an active
role in determining the greater anti-thrombin activity
in biological fluids with respect to TBA. This work
gives new information on mixed oligonucleotides
and highlights the importance of structural data on
duplex/quadruplex junctions, which appear to be
varied, unpredictable, and fundamental in determin-
ing the aptamer functional properties.

INTRODUCTION

DNA structures, different from the canonical B-form dou-
ble helix, have been known for a long time and extensively
characterized. Several studies have also highlighted the re-
markable shape variability of nucleic acids (1) and its close
connection to the specific functions of these molecules. The

alternative folds include various kind of double helices (2),
triplex arrangements (3), four way Holliday junctions (4),
i-motifs (5), and G-quadruplexes (6). The latter are partic-
ularly interesting because have been found in telomeric ends
of chromosomes (7), in oncogenes (8) and in the promoter
regions (9).

G-quadruplexes are formed by stacked G-tetrads, which
are cyclic arrays of four guanines interacting through Hoog-
steen hydrogen bonds. Depending on strand directionality,
glycosidic bond angles, loop length and conformation, dif-
ferent G-quadruplex topologies have been observed (6).

Thanks to the numerous crystallographic (10) and NMR
(11) structures of G-quadruplexes determined in the last
decades, our knowledge of these peculiar motifs is consid-
erably grown. Thus, in the last years the interest has moved
towards the way these structures interface with other struc-
tural motifs (12), such as other quadruplexes (13–15) or
duplexes (12,16,17). In particular, an intriguing issue con-
cerns the way duplexes and quadruplexes, which are of-
ten characterized by different strand directionality, groove
width and base orientation, can found accommodation in
the same molecule. Recently, Phan et al. (17,18) have shown,
through the NMR characterization of artificial constructs,
several modes in which quadruplexes and duplexes can be
connected (17). However, the molecules they investigated
were designed to adopt a specific fold through the inser-
tion of strand breakers or additional residues in key re-
gions to promote the quadruplex–duplex transition. Much
less is known about the fold of oligonucleotides in which
these specific markers are not present. This is of particu-
lar interest in the case of aptamers, DNA (19) and RNA
(20) strands able to bind with very high affinity and se-
lectivity a large variety of molecules, ranging from small
molecules, other oligonucleotides, peptides or large proteins
(21). This ability mainly depends on the aptamer propen-
sity to fold into several distinct three-dimensional shapes,
which are difficult to establish a priori. Indeed, aptamers
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against a specific target are usually selected from random
libraries of about 1010–1020 sequences by SELEX (21). Us-
ing this procedure, aptamers against many pathologically
relevant proteins (22), such as thrombin, nucleolin, HIV
RNase H, prion and many others, have been selected (23–
26). The variety of folds these oligonucleotides may adopt
includes also a duplex/quadruplex mixed structure. Based
on their sequence, this very peculiar structure has been sug-
gested to be adopted by an anti-RANK (human receptor
activator of NF-kB) aptamer, the aptamer against the HIV
RNaseH and several anti-thrombin aptamers (23), such as
HD22 and RE31. HD22 aptamers (24) include a 27- and
a 29-mer able to bind the exosite II of thrombin with an
affinity about 100–200 times higher than that of the best
known thrombin binding aptamer TBA, which recognizes
exosite I (19). The 31-mer RE31 (25) is a new generation
aptamer with increased affinity towards exosite I (26,27)
and improved performances in biological fluids (28) with re-
spect to TBA. The latter has been shown (29–32) to adopt a
unimolecular G-quadruplex structure that includes two G-
tetrads, two TT loops and a TGT loop (Figure 1A). More-
over, X-ray diffraction analysis has clearly shown that the
binding motif of this molecule involves the two TT loops
(29–31). HD22 and RE31 were supposed to have a TBA-like
G-quadruplex (Figure 1B and C) and a terminal duplex seg-
ment connected by two linkers three- and two-residue long
for HD22 (24) and RE31 (26–28,32), respectively. The pro-
posed global fold for the two aptamers is rather similar in
contrast to their very different properties.

Some of us have recently solved the crystal structure of
HD22 in complex with thrombin (33) demonstrating that
it adopts a fold different from that previously proposed and
depicted in Figure 1B. The structure embodies a duplex seg-
ment strictly connected to a highly distorted G-quadruplex
(pseudo-quadruplex), in an unexpected perpendicular ar-
rangement of the two regions. This peculiar steric combina-
tion favours the binding at the exosite II, with which both
motifs interact (33).

Here, we present the crystal structure of the complex be-
tween thrombin and RE31, which clearly shows that the ap-
tamer binds at the exosite I and adopts a markedly different
fold with respect to HD22. The aptamer presents an elon-
gated structure in which three base pairs mediate the tran-
sit from the duplex to the quadruplex region, determining
a continuous base stacking that includes both regions. The
results also provide a structural based interpretation of the
improved binding and inhibitory properties of RE31 com-
pared to TBA (26).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Sample preparation and crystallization

The RE31 aptamer, namely 5′-GTGACGTAGGTT
GGTGTGGTTGGGGCGTCAC-3′ was purchased
from Syntol (Russia). The human D-Phe-Pro-Arg-
chloromethylketone (PPACK)-inhibited thrombin was
purchased from Haemtech (USA).

A stock solution of the aptamer was prepared at a con-
centration of about 1 mM in 100 mM potassium chloride, 10
mM potassium cacodylate pH 7.0. This solution was heated
for 10 min at 85◦C and then slowly cooled down and stored

at 20◦C overnight, in order to induce folding. The correct
fold was verified by recording circular dichroic spectra in
the 200–350 nm range. The complex with thrombin was pre-
pared as previously described (29,30,34) by placing a 1.2-
fold molar excess of aptamer on a frozen sample of inhib-
ited thrombin and leaving the sample for 3 h at 4◦C. Then,
the sample was diluted and the buffer changed to 25 mM K-
phosphate pH 7.1 and 100 mM KCl. The thrombin–RE31
complex was finally concentrated to about 7 mg/ml using 10
kDa-cutoff Centricon mini-concentrator and a refrigerated
centrifuge.

Initial crystallization trials were set up using commercial
kits and an automated crystallization workstation (Hamil-
ton Robotics). In a couple of days, well-formed crystals
grew in many different conditions. The best diffracting ones
(Supplementary Figure S1) grew from drops consisting of
0.6 �l thrombin-RE31 solution and 0.6 �l reservoir solu-
tion (200 mM sodium malonate pH 7, 18% w/v PEG 3350
Da) that were equilibrated against 500 �l reservoir solution.

Data collection, structure determination and refinement

Diffraction data were collected in-house on a Saturn944
CCD detector. The X-ray radiation used was Cu-K� radi-
ation from a Rigaku Micromax 007 HF generator. After
the addition of 25% (v/v) glycerol to the harvesting solu-
tion, crystals were flash-cooled at 100 K in supercooled N2
gas (Oxford Cryosystems) and maintained at 100 K during
the data collection. Diffraction data were processed using
HKL2000 (35). Crystals of thrombin-RE31 complex belong
to the orthorhombic space group P21212 and diffract up to
2.99 Å resolution. Matthews’ coefficient calculations sug-
gested the presence of a 1:1 complex in the asymmetric unit
and a solvent content of 45%. Detailed statistics on data
collection are reported in Supplementary Table S1.

The structure was solved using the program Phaser (36).
The coordinates of thrombin and the two G-planes of TBA,
which were derived from the structure of the thrombin-TBA
complex (PDB code: 4DII) (30), were utilized as two inde-
pendent search models. A clear solution was obtained with
a Z-score of 14.3 and a log-likelihood gain (LLG) of 848.

The starting model was refined using Refmac5 (37) and
Phenix (38) programs. Each run was alternated with man-
ual model building using WinCoot (39). Analysis of elec-
tron density maps, calculated with (Fo – Fc) and (2Fo –
Fc) coefficients, allowed the rebuilding of the aptamer miss-
ing residues, with the only exception of the two terminal 5′
and 3′ residues, the positioning of a potassium ion in the
quadruplex core and of several water molecules.

The final model has R-factor/Rfree values of
0.166/0.231. Statistics and parameters of the refinement
are given in Supplementary Table S2.

The drawings were prepared with Pymol (http://pymol.
org) and Chimera (40). The coordinates of the structure
have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank (Code
5CMX).

Structural analysis

3DNA-dssr (41) was used to calculate local and overall
geometric parameters of the aptamer. Superpose program
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the structure of TBA (A) and of the organization proposed on the basis of sequence for HD22–27mer (B) and RE31
(C).

from CCP4 package (42) was used to calculate root mean
square deviations. Features of the thrombin–RE31 interface
were calculated using Cocomaps server (43), whereas con-
tacts between the two molecules, as well as packing interac-
tions between the aptamer and symmetry related thrombin
molecules, were found by using 3DNA-snap (41) and Pisa
(44) programs. All the results were verified by visual inspec-
tion of the structure with WinCoot (39).

RESULTS

Overall crystal structure

Best crystals of the complex between thrombin and RE31
in the presence of K+, diffract X-rays up to a resolution of
2.99 Å and belong to orthorhombic space group P21212.
Initial model obtained by molecular replacement showed
that the aptamer G-planes are located close to thrombin ex-
osite I. Electron density maps calculated from initial phases
allowed unambiguous model building of the whole DNA
molecule (Figure 2A and B), with the only exception of
the terminal residues (Gua1 and Cyt31). For what concerns
thrombin, the heavy chain (residues 16–245) and the light
chain (residues 1B-14K) were well defined in the electron
density maps, with the exception of the � -autolysis loop
(residues 146–150) of the heavy chain. The crystal structure
was refined to Rfactor/Rfree values of 0.166/0.231, respec-
tively. Detailed statistics of the refinement process are re-
ported in Supplementary Table S2.

Global aptamer fold

Based on sequence analysis and spectrophotometric studies
in solution, a mixed duplex–quadruplex structure was pro-
posed for RE31 aptamer (Figure 1C) (25,28,32); crystallo-
graphic analysis shows that RE31 in complex with thrombin
indeed adopts this mixed fold.

Moreover, good quality electron density maps (Figure
2B) allowed a very detailed description of the aptamer
fold. Five Watson–Crick base pairs, starting with the Thy2–
Ade30 pair, define a regular B-type double helix. Two ad-
ditional non-Watson–Crick base pairs formed by residues
belonging to linkers and loops extend further the duplex
region. The quadruplex motif involves the fifteen TBA-
residues arranged in the well-known chair-like fold (30),
with two G-tetrads (residues 10, 13, 19, 22 for tetrad I,
and 9, 14, 18, 23 for tetrad II), which coordinate a potas-
sium ion, two TT loops and a TGT loop. The latter is in
close proximity to the duplex segment, and, in particular,
is directly involved in the transition from the duplex to
the quadruplex segment (see the following section). After
superposition of the quadruplex core of RE31 and TBA,
excluding the TGT loop, the root mean square deviation
(RMSD) between all the atoms of the two G-quadruplexes
is only 0.89 Å, indicating that the overall fold of the quadru-
plex remains basically unaltered. The quadruplex domain
of RE31 keeps the alternating syn-anti conformation for
each adjacent pair of guanines along the strand and the
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Figure 2. (A) Surface/cartoon representation of thrombin–RE31 complex. Thrombin heavy and light chain are coloured dark and light magenta, respec-
tively, the aptamer is coloured cyan and the potassium ion orange. (B) 2Fo − Fc electron density maps of the RE31 aptamer contoured at 1.5σ level.

cyclic array of Hoogsteen-like hydrogen bonds in each
tetrad.

The two tetrads are essentially planar, with RMSD val-
ues calculated with respect to the average G-quartet planes
of 0.37 and 0.42 Å for tetrads I and II, respectively, in very
good agreement with values obtained for TBA (0.35 and
0.39 Å, for TBA in complex with thrombin in the presence
of K+ ions, PDB code 4DII). The similarity between TBA
and the TBA-portion of RE31 extends to position of bases
belonging to TT loops. Indeed, thymines 12 and 21 stack
on the G-tetrad I and are connected to each other through
a water molecule, similarly to the Thy4-Thy13 pair of TBA.
Minimal differences are observed for Gua18, whose posi-
tion is fixed by the stacking geometry of Thy17 and the
other core guanines (see below).

Careful analysis of the duplex region (Supplementary Ta-
ble S3) highlights the regularity of the structure, despite the
presence of the quadruplex, likely due to the gradual tran-
sition from one motif to the other.

Duplex/quadruplex junction

On the basis of the sequence, the duplex and the quadruplex
motifs of RE31 were supposed (25,28,32) to be connected
by two 2-residue linkers (TA and GG respectively) (Figure
1C). This suggestion is not validated by the crystal struc-
ture. Indeed the TGT loop from the quadruplex region is
involved in the transition between the two domains by form-
ing base pairs with residues from the linkers. Overall, three
base pairs constitute the duplex/quadruplex junction (Fig-

ure 3). At the end of the double helix, the first two residues
from the linkers (Thy7 and Gua25) form a Wobble pair.
In the second pair (Ade8 and Thy17), the bases are linked
through a reverse Hoogsteen hydrogen bond network. It is
worth to stress that Thy17 is part of the TGT loop. The
last loose pair presents a non-canonical G-G interaction be-
tween Gua24 and Gua16; the latter is the guanine of the
TGT loop. Detailed hydrogen-bonded interactions among
residues of the junction are reported in Table 1 and depicted
in Supplementary Figure S2. It should be stressed that the
first base pair, Thy7–Gua25 is planar and well integrated in
the duplex segment; whereas the last one, Gua16–Gua24,
barely defines a plane. However, the arrangement of these
six residues is such that a continuous stacking from the du-
plex segment to the quadruplex one is observed (Table 2). In
particular, Thy7, Thy17 and Gua16 (junction) are aligned
with Gua6 (duplex) and Gua14 (quadruplex) and Gua25,
Ade8 and Gua24 (junction) are aligned with Cyt26 (duplex)
and Gua23 (quadruplex) (Figure 4). The junction pairs are
also crucial to mediate the change of groove width from 17
Å (measured for the P–P distance) for the minor groove of
the duplex to 19 Å for the wide groove of the quadruplex.

Thrombin–RE31 interaction

In the asymmetric unit RE31 binds exosite I of throm-
bin through its quadruplex motif in a manner very simi-
lar to TBA (30). Detailed interactions between thrombin
and RE31 are reported in Table 3. Comparing these data
with those previously obtained for TBA (30), it is clear that
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Figure 3. The duplex/quadruplex junction in RE31 aptamer. On the left a cartoon representation of the aptamer with different motifs marked in different
colours (duplex segment in pink, quadruplex segment in yellow, the junction in green), on the right stick representation of the three base pairs composing
the junction.

Table 1. Hydrogen-bonded interactions among residues of the duplex/quadruplex junction of RE31

Atom Nucleotide 1 Atom Nucleotide 2 Distance (Å)

O2 Thy7 N2 Gua25 2.6
O2 Thy7 N1 Gua25 2.7
N7 Ade8 N3 Thy17 2.5
N7 Ade8 O4 Thy17 2.3
N6 Ade8 O2 Thy17 2.9
N2 Gua16 O6 Gua24 2.8
N1 Gua16 O6 Gua24 2.6

the differences in the mode of binding of the two molecules
are negligible, despite the doubled size of RE31. Hydrogen
bonds, as well as hydrophobic interactions, with the tar-
get protein are very well conserved (Figure 5). It should be
noted that none of the residues belonging to the duplex or
the junction region of RE31 is involved in the stabilization
of the binary complex.

Crystal packing

In addition to the aptamer–thrombin interactions described
above, the duplex segment of RE31 is in contact with
three symmetry related thrombin molecules (Supplemen-

tary Figure S3). In particular, the phosphate group of
Thy28 strongly interacts with two arginine side chains of
the molecule at −x-1/2, y-1/2, −z-1: salt bridges are formed
between OP1 and OP2 of Thy28 and guanidinium groups
of Arg126 and Arg233, belonging to thrombin exosite II.
Less strong interactions are found between RE31 and the
thrombin molecule at −x-1/2, y-1/2, −z-2. In this case the
protein caps the end of the duplex with residues Pro60B,
Pro60C, Trp96 and Arg97 burying an interface area of
158 Å2. Finally, Thy15, one of the three residues not in-
volved in intramolecular contacts (the other two, Thy11
and Thy20, bind exosite I), occupies a patch on surface
of the molecule at −x-1, −y, z, defined by residues Phe34,
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Figure 4. Ribbon representation of RE31 highlighting the continuous stacking of bases from the duplex to the quadruplex region.

Table 2. Stacking interactions as calculated by 3DNA-DSSR (41) among residues belonging to the duplex, the junction and the quadruplex of RE31

Nucleotide 1 Nucleotide 2 Structural motif Base stacking (Å2)a

Ade2 Cyt3 Duplex 5.7
Cyt3 Thy4 Duplex 7.2
Thy4 Gua5 Duplex 3.3
Gua5 Gua6 Duplex 4.8
Gua6 Thy7 Junction 6.7
Thy7 Thy17 Junction 6.0
Thy17 Gua16 Junction 8.9
Gua16 Gua14 Junction 2.7
Gua14 Gua13 Quadruplex 4.2
Thy30 Gua29 Duplex 4.1
Gua29 Ade28 Duplex 3.0
Thy28 Cyt27 Duplex 5.5
Cyt27 Cyt26 Duplex 2.4
Cyt26 Gua25 Junction 4.4
Gua25 Ade8 Junction 2.3
Ade8 Gua24 Junction 5.3
Gua24 Gua23 Junction 2.5
Gua23 Gua22 Quadruplex 3.8

aBase-stacking is quantified as the area of the overlapped polygon defined by the two bases of the interacting nucleotides, where the base atoms are projected
onto the mean base plane.
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Figure 5. Comparison of interaction within thrombin–RE31 (protein molecule depicted in magenta and aptamer molecule in teal) and thrombin–TBA
(colored in gray) complexes. Polar contacts between Arg H75, Arg H77A, Thy12 (Thy4 in TBA) and Gua13 (Gua5 in TBA) are highlighted.

Table 3. Interactions between thrombin and RE31

Hydrogen bonds Hydrophobic contacts

RE31 residue Atom Thrombin residue Atom Distance (Å) Thrombin residue

Thy11 O3’ Tyr117 OH 3.28 Ile24, His71, Ile79, Tyr117
N3 Glu77 OE2 2.97

Thy12 O4 Arg75 NH2 2.28 Asn78, Ile79
O2 Arg77A NH1 2.76

Gua13 O4’ Arg77A NH2 2.87
OP1 Asn78 ND2 3.49

Thy20 Tyr76
Thy21 O2 Arg75 NE 2.87 Tyr76

O2 Arg75 NH2 3.28
O4’ Tyr76 N 2.87

Lys36, Gln38, Leu65, Arg67, Tyr76, Lys81, Ile82, Met84.
Thy15 also contacts Thy20 of the corresponding aptamer.
Although the interface areas of the duplex contacts are ap-
preciable, they are much less extended than that relative to
the well-characterized TT loops-exosite I interface (586.2
Å2).

DISCUSSION

The structural investigation on oligonucleotides able to
adopt a mixed duplex/quadruplex fold is still understated,
despite the great interest these molecules assume in different
biological contexts, including the case of several biomedical
aptamers (23).

The present crystallographic analysis shows that RE31
adopts a mixed duplex/quadruplex fold, as it was previ-
ously suggested using a combination of spectrophotometric
studies in solution and sequence analogies with well charac-
terized molecules such as the 15-mer TBA with which RE31
share the sequence of the core residues. Indeed, these fif-
teen residues adopt the antiparallel G-quadruplex structure
observed for TBA (30). However, in RE31 the TGT loop
is crucially involved in the transit from the duplex to the
quadruplex region with the result that a continuous base
stacking runs along the whole molecule: the duplex gradu-
ally converts into the quadruplex organization and the heli-
cal axes of the two regions maintain almost the same orien-
tation. This rod-like shape prevents a simultaneous interac-
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tion of both the duplex and the quadruplex region with the
same thrombin molecule, and the binding does not involve
the duplex, but only the quadruplex domain, as observed
for TBA-like aptamers (29–31). This behaviour is markedly
different from that of HD22, the other duplex/quadruplex
thrombin-binding aptamer, whose structure has been eluci-
dated by X-ray crystallography (33). In HD22 aptamer, the
first guanine of the quadruplex is directly linked to the last
residue of the duplex and the transition is mediated by a
G-fork between the first guanine of the quadruplex and a
linker residue. This kind of junction determines the forma-
tion of a distorted G-quadruplex structure and an almost
orthogonal orientation of the helical axes of the two motifs.
In this bend conformation both the duplex and the quadru-
plex can interact with exosite II of thrombin, which has a
significantly larger surface than exosite I, the binding site
of RE31 and TBA-like nucleotides.

In the present crystal, the duplex of RE31 establishes con-
tacts with three different regions of the protein surface of
symmetry related thrombin molecules. Although these con-
tacts involve a smaller number of interactions with respect
to the aptamer/protein binding site described above, they
may contribute to the greater protein affinity measured for
RE31 with respect to TBA (27). On the other hand, the
compact structure of the aptamer, and in particular the re-
cruitment of the TGT loop in the junction, may increase the
resistance to nucleases that primarily attack single-stranded
oligonucleotide fragments (quadruplex loops) (45,46) and
explain the greater inhibitory effect of RE31 compared to
that provided by TBA. Furthermore, it can be surmised that
the presence of the duplex phosphodiester bonds, whose
rupture is not likely to affect the functionality of the ap-
tamer, may also contribute to a decrease of the nuclease ef-
ficiency.

As a final comment, it is worth to stress that RE31 and
HD22, which have the duplex motif at the 5′ and 3′ ends
of a quadruplex core, exemplify a different structural case
with respect to the constructs designed and characterized
by Phan and co-workers (17,18,47,48). In the latter case,
the duplex region is inserted in a loop of well-structured
G-quadruplexes, where it produces negligible effects on the
quadruplex architecture. The RE31 model shows that the
link of an antiparallel B-form duplex to an antiparallel G-
quadruplex may occur with an almost gradual transition
from one structural motif to the other, allowing the regular-
ity of both domains to be preserved through the formation
of a continuous base stacking. On the other hand, for HD22
the preservation of the duplex structural features, severely
affects the regularity of the quadruplex (33).

In conclusion, the present thrombin-RE31 structure rep-
resents the first atomic resolution model of a hybrid duplex–
quadruplex aptamer interacting with protein exosite I.
This structure, in comparison with the different architec-
ture of HD22, proves that structural characterization of
duplex/quadruplex and quadruplex/duplex molecules is a
fascinating topic worth to be deeply analysed. Indeed the
sterically accessible space for residues that connect the two
motifs allows varied and unpredictable conformations of
the link and appears to play an important role in determin-
ing functional properties of these oligonucleotides.
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